Collaborative Practice through learning together to work together

**Corporate membership: Board Link**

There will be a CAIPE Board Member link to each Corporate member. It is an important role, designed to mobilise, concentrate and prioritise Board members’ contributions to the work of CAIPE to support and develop Corporate Members. It will encourage Corporate members to have a conduit for communication directly back to the board.

**CAIPE board links act as advocates, brokers and catalysts with corporate members**

Link members should:

- make contact with designated organisation representative and keep CAIPE Admin updated as this changes
- take responsibility for suggesting initial and subsequent visits
- build relationship with the organisation
- undertake a brief scoping of IPE activity within the corporate
- in collaboration with the organisation identify issues and feedback to Board for guidance and support
- clarify needs and action plan support
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- report to Board of their communication and the initiatives and activities of the corporate
- encourage discussion of CAIPE strategy and developments
- encourage to host Corporate Forum
- act as a conduit for knowledge exchange and collaboration
- provide maximum of one page annual report of organisations activities at February Board
- encourage organisation to populate website with information of interprofessional education, research, learning and practice activity
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